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Abstract: Over the past four decades of developing superconducting machines, many 

topologies have been suggested. The most successful topology of high-power 

superconducting (HPS) machines is an air-cored radial flux synchronous machine. There 

are two possible topologies for this type of machine, rotational field, and stationary field. In 

this paper, the relative advantages and disadvantages of these topologies are compared in 

detail. Analytical study of these topologies shows that the inversed machine topology leads 

to more efficient high-temperature superconductor (HTS) wire utilization and hence more 

economical production. In order to confirm the result obtained by analytical calculations, 2-

D finite element model (FEM) of the machine is utilized. 
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1 Introduction1 

more significant flux density of field winding or 

higher linear current density of the armature leads 

to the higher power density machine. In conventional 

machines, the saturation of stator Iron-tooth limits the 

flux density [1-4]. Also, the linear current density of the 

armature is restricted by losses and mechanical 

considerations [5, 6]. Eliminating the iron core of the 

machine needs a large electromagnetic force which 

practically copper field winding cannot provide due to 

losses and volume restrictions. HTS wires can conduct 

about 100 times the electrical current of copper wire of 

the same dimensions with the ignorable loss [7]. The 

conduction enables manufacturing the air-cored 

superconducting machines using superconducting field 

winding and copper armature winding [8, 9]. Therefore, 

non-magnetic stator tooth and rotor leads to the smaller 

and lighter machine. Also, a higher efficiency level can 

be obtained by eliminating copper loss of field winding 
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and iron-tooth loss [10]. 

   Based on the arrangement of field and armature 

windings, the synchronous machine may be classified 

into rotating-field type (RFT) and rotating armature 

type (RAT) [11]. In the RFT, the field winding is placed 

on the rotor, which field current is supplied from the 

exciter via two slip-rings, and AC armature winding is 

placed on the stator [12]. In the alternate type (RAT), 

which is sometimes called “inversed topology”, the field 

winding is placed on the stator, whereas AC armature 

winding is placed on the rotor [13]. In this topology, the 

electrical input or output in the motor or generator is 

supplied to or taken from rotating armature respectively 

using three or four slip-rings. The main disadvantage of 

inversed machine topology is that transmission of large 

currents via brushes is not feasible for very large 

ratings. Therefore, it is limited to small and average 

rating machines. 

   In this paper, the air-cored radial flux synchronous 

machine is studied. This arrangement has some 

advantages for superconducting field winding machines. 

Because of these advantages, there is more interest in 

superconducting synchronous electric machines. Still, 

high manufacturing costs, especially HTS tape price, is 

the main cost of the motor is a big problem to 

commercialize them. Second-generation wires promised 

lower costs and better performance, but the HTS wires 

are expensive. Therefore, the application of 

superconducting machines is limited to exceptional 
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cases in which volume and weight are essential, such as 

offshore wind turbine generators and ship propulsion 

motors and generators. Optimum utilization of HTS 

wire significantly reduces manufacturing costs. This 

paper compares two possible topologies of stationary 

outside synchronous machine (field inside and field 

outside). The inside rotational field is a common 

structure, but analytical study and FEM results show 

that the stationary outside field would have been a better 

choice for superconducting machines. 

 

2 Analysis of Air-cored Machine 

   The air-cored machine is made up of three major 

parts, including field winding, armature winding, and 

magnetic shield. The front view of the simplified 

machine model is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is assumed that 

the machine is infinitely long in the z-axis direction, and 

the field winding carries an ideal current distribution of 

Asin(pθ). In this condition, the flux density can be 

calculated in the two-dimensional plane. In order to 

solve the flux density, the field winding is modeled by a 

current sheet at its mean winding radius (r0). Therefore, 

the radial and tangential flux density inside the magnetic 

shield at the desired point in cylindrical coordination (r, 

θ) can be expressed by relations (1) and (2), 

respectively. 
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where μ0, A and p are permeability in free space, 

maximum current sheet density of sinusoidal field 

winding, and pole pair numbers, respectively. The 

influence of the magnetic shield is shown by σ, which 

can be calculated as follows. 
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wherewith relative permeability of μs, the inner radius of 

rs1, and outer radius of rs2. 
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   It may be noticed that we never have the sinusoidal 

distribution of field winding. In this case, a desired 

periodic winding can be represented by the Fourier 

series of current sheets as (8). 
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   In this paper, without loss of generality for 

simplification, a pure sinusoidal distribution of current 

is considered. The machine appearance power can be 

written as: 
 

2
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where nsync, Aa, Brf, l, and ra are synchronous speed, the 

linear current density of armature, the radial component 

of the field flux density at the mean radius of armature 

winding, machine effective length, and stator mean 

radius. 

 

3 Comparison of Topologies 

   As mentioned earlier, there are two possible 

topologies for radial flux air-cored synchronous 

machines. This section compares these topologies in 

different aspects, including magnetic flux density, 

cooling system, mechanical design, iron loss, and rotor 

energizing. Therefore the following assumptions are 

made: 

1) For both machines, the same length of the 

superconductor is used in the field winding. 

2) For both machines, the same length of copper wire is 

used in the armature winding. 

3) The inner radius of the magnetic shield (rs1) is the 

same. 

4) Field and armature windings can be paced in 

radiuses r1 and r2 or r2 and r1 where r1 < r2. 

 

rs1
rs2

rf
ra

 

Fig. 1 General machine model. 
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   It can be shown that the maximum sheet current 

density of the same length of wire that carries a constant 

current is inversely proportional to the radius of the 

winding position. This can be shown as follows. 
 

1
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r
A A
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4 Power Density  

   As shown above, the power of the machine is 

proportional to the flux density of field winding. 

Equations (1) and (2) can describe the flux density of 

field winding in the inner and outer regions of winding, 

respectively. Substituting r1 and r2 instead of r0 and r 

respectively in (1) gives flux density in armature radius 

in the case of RFT synchronous machine and similarly 

substituting  and  instead of r and r0 respectively in 

(2) gives the flux density in armature radius in the RAT 

synchronous machine. These expressions show that the 

radial flux density decreases more rapidly outside the 

winding than inside it. Using the same length of 

superconductor wire in RFT and RAT machines, the 

maximum radial flux density produced by the field 

winding at the mean of armature winding radius. 
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where 
 

1 1 2 2k A r A r   (13) 
 

   As can be seen, iron shield influence in both cases is 

the same, but in RAT machines, higher radial flux 

density can be achieved with r2/r1 ratio relative to RFT 

machines. Substituting radial flux and linear current 

density of RFT and RAT machines into (9) shows that 

these two arrangements have the same power density. In 

order to more detail study these two topologies, a 

typical two-pole pair air-cored machine is considered. In 

the first case, the field winding is located inside the 

armature winding, having rf / rs1 = 0.85 and ra / rs1 = 

0.95. In the second case, the position of the armature 

and the field winding has been changed. Using (11) 

and (12) radial flux density versus normalized radius 

can be obtained. A 2-D finite element model of the 

machine is used in order to verify the analytical results. 

Both analytical and FEM calculated results are depicted 

in Fig. 2. The results show very good agreement except 

in the region near the field winding, which is outside the 

scope of this paper. In this figure, the flux density 

decreases linearly in the field's interior region, but in the 

outer region, field is decreasing more rapidly. The radial 

flux densities of field winding in the corresponding 

armature radius are shown by asterisk. 

 

5 Magnetic Shield 

   The magnetic shield covers the entire machine and 

significantly decreases the magnetic field pollution 

around the machine. Also, the presence of a magnetic 

shield can boost the magnetic field maximum by the 

factor of two. Equations (3) to (7) describe the magnetic 

shield influence on radial and the tangential component 

of the magnetic shield. As can be seen in these 

equations, a magnetic shield is often made of laminated 

iron. Therefore, the thickness of the magnetic shield is 

proportional to the magnetic flux of field winding. 
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   This equation indicates that the magnetic field of the 

magnetic shield will increase if the field is located near 

the shield. In other words, the rotary armature topology 

needs a thicker magnetic shield which results in higher 

weight. Also, Fig. 3 shows the maximum radial flux 

density produced by field winding (which occurs at the 

winding) made up with the same superconducting wire 

length for different pole pairs. As shown in Fig. 3,
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Fig. 2 Flux density of field winding in two positions by 
 

analytical and FEM calculation. 

Fig. 3 Maximum radial flux density. 
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Fig. 4 Magnetic flux density. Fig. 5 Finite-element results and analytical calculations in radial 

 

component of the machine. 

 

increasing pole pairs result in lower flux density while 

the same length of superconductor wire is used. In 

addition, the magnetic flux density in different regions 

of the aforementioned typical machine is calculated. In 

addition, the machine is simulated with the FEM, which 

the magnetic flux density of the machine in a 2-D plate 

is depicted in Fig. 4. In order to compare the FEM and 

analytical results, the tangential and radial components 

of the magnetic flux density over a pole are considered. 

Therefore, the flux density in different radials are 

calculated, some of which are depicted in Fig. 5. In this 

figure, the solid lines represent the analytical results, 

and the dash-dot lines represent FEM results. As shown 

in this figure, the FEM and analytical results have good 

agreement in the air, but there is some mismatch 

problem in the iron. 

 

6 Cooling 

   The resistance of superconductor wires will be 

disappeared below the temperature called critical 

temperature. This temperature depends on the current 

and external magnetic field and doesn't exceed a few 

tens of Kelvins. The main part of the cooling system is 

the compressor and cold-head. The cold-head cools 

down the cooling liquid or gas, circulates the 

superconductor wires, and absorbing winding heat. The 

circulation of cooling liquid or gas in inverse topology 

is simple, but a mechanical part called rotary joint is 

needed in conventional. The rotary joint connects the 

stationary parts of the cooling system to the rotor and 

makes possible cooling liquid or gas circulation. In this 

case, sealing of rotary joint is very important because 

the leakage can cause some problems. In low-speed 

superconductor machines such as direct drive ship 

propulsion motors, the design and manufacture of the 

rotary joint are simpler than high-speed machines. Often 

PTFE derivatives are used to seal rotary joints, which 

has many advantages such as low thermal conductivity 

and good stability in low temperatures. Also, PTFE has 

one of the lowest coefficients of friction against other 

solids. 

7 Mechanical Design 

   The machine’s torque is produced when a force F is 

exerted on the rotor winding according to the Lorentz 

force. This torque-producing force is the cross-product 

of the current I and the flux density. In the air-cored 

machines winding should tolerate mechanical stresses 

themselves. Therefore, analysis of mechanical stresses 

is inevitable. Often the superconductor wires are 

laminated with thin strips of metal to enhance 

mechanical properties. Non-magnetic metals are used to 

reinforce the superconducting wire, such as stainless 

steel, brass, or copper. The stress on the rotor winding 

has both tangential and radial components, while stator 

winding has only tangential components. The tangential 

torque of the rotor and stator are equal; therefore, the 

tangential component of force on the rotor is more than 

the stator. Also, rotor winding should be capable of 

withstanding a large number of centrifugal forces. The 

stress σmec caused by the centrifugal force in the rotor is 

proportional to the square of the angular speed 
 

2 2

mec rC r    (15) 

 

For a thin cylinder, C is approximately equal to the unit, 

Ω is the mechanical angular speed (radians per second), 

ρ is the material density (grams per cubic centimeter), v 

is Poisson’s ratio (i.e., the ratio of lateral contraction to 

longitudinal extension in the direction of the stretching 

force). 

   The thickness of superconducting wire depends on the 

lamination while it doesn't tailor superconducting 

property. This may cause significant force differences 

on armature and field windings. Therefore, the 

mechanical tangential force on the winding placed on 

the stator may be significantly low. It is necessary to 

note that a large amount of winding is required for large 

rating machines. Hence if the armature is rotating, large 

mechanical input is needed to drive prime mover, and 

there may be significant frictional losses mechanical 

losses. 
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8 Iron Loss 

   The synchronous machine is consisting of two main 

windings, the armature winding and field winding. A 

DC current should supply the field winding to provide a 

constant magnetic field as permanent magnets. The 

armature winding consists of three winding, when 

excited by a 3-phase supply, creates a rotating magnetic 

field relative to the windings frame. Often the magnetic 

core of the electric machine is built of laminated steel, 

which is optimized to produce small energy dissipation 

in an alternating magnetic field. However, the iron loss 

is a significant part of electric machine losses. In 

conventional topology, the armature is placed on the 

stator, which imposes a rotational magnetic field on the 

iron shield. The armature winding in the inversed 

topology rotates at the synchronous speed in the inverse 

direction of mechanical rotation. Therefore, a constant 

magnetic field is produced in the magnetic iron shield 

except for the transient condition. In other words, the 

inversed topology has no iron losses in steady-state 

operation. In loss calculation of brushes, the resistance 

of brushes is negligible because current density in 

brushes is very low, but the contact voltage drops of 

brushes, which strongly depends on the variety of 

parameters such as material and applied pressure 

(typically 0.2-1.5 V), causes significant losses. The 

brushes losses for conventional and inversed topologies 

can be obtained by (16) 
 

 
2

2 3b f drop ph dropP I V I V


 
      

 
 (16) 

 

where Iph is the rms value of phase current. Therefore, 

the preferred topology can be selected, considering the 

current of field and armature winding. 

 

9 Conclusion 

   In this paper, the air-cored radial flux 

Superconducting synchronous machine is studied. The 

relative advantages and disadvantages of the 

synchronous machine topologies are compared in detail. 

Analytical study of these topologies shows that the 

inversed machine topology leads to more 

efficient (HTS) wire utilization and hence more 

economical production. In order to confirm the result 

obtained by analytical calculations, 2-D (FEM) of the 

machine is utilized. Future work can focus on 

experimental results and comparisons between both 

types of machines from different aspects such as AC 

losses, cooling design, weight estimation, etc. In 

addition, 3-D (FEM) can be performed on machines and 

surveyed some issues such as the effects of end 

windings on torque production. 
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